

                                         SALES PITCH

NOTICE-  Do not read if the language used in the old south offends you

Mr. Samuel Irvine;
   Mr. Irvine your name was suggested to us by a customer so please forgive my contacting you this way. It has been mentioned that you might be interested in hearing about my families breeding program. As the owners of the Bellhouse plantation we have been engaged in a long term breeding plan that has produced what we feel are the finest Negro slaves to be found anywhere. We breed two main types. The first is for general field and household work. The second and the one we believe you might be interested in is female bed and body servants.
   We have in stock some fifty ranging in age from eight to thirty years old. Younger niggers may be purchased either virgin or trained and we will finish training any virgin ones returned to us once their former condition is no longer something to be concerned about. Our bed niggers are the result of breeding for both looks and eagerness to please. Many are crossbreeds and have the kind of beauty found in such mongrels. Training in all kinds of bed pleasures is given to all as well as training in the skills needed to act as a personal servant. We can easily provide further training in the arts necessary to please your lady if you so wish.  
    Please feel free to contact me if you would like to visit Bellhouse for a inspection of our stock and a trial to demonstrate their level of training. I know you will not be disappointed. I think you will be pleasantly surprised by both the beauty and the skills of our black beauties. Our prices are worthy of the quality of the stock but are still quite reasonable considering what you are receiving for your money. Thank you for both your time to read this and for any future consideration of our products in the future.
                                                                                   Yours,
                                                                                 Will Bell  
